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Class: 6                      Max. Marks: 80 

 
 

Instructions to the Candidates: 

 

1. Please check that this question paper contains all the printed pages. 

2. All answers must be written in the space provided. 

3. Do not write anything in the margin. 

4. Do not leave the examination hall without handing over the answer paper to the 

invigilator. 

5. Question number 28 is a map question for which an outline map will be given. 

   I.          Fill in the blanks:                                                                                            (10x1=10) 

1.  The people who study about the remains of the past are called ____________________. 

2. ______________ were the tools used during the Mesolithic age. 

3. The Great Bath was found in _____________________. 

4. The city of _____________ was a factory site and had a dockyard. 

5. The _________________________ is known as the cradle of rock- cut temples. 

6. ____________________ is an earthern pot with charcoals used by the people of Kashmir. 

7. _________________ is known as the father of Indian Constitution. 

8. Mars is also called the ___________________. 

9. _______________ is the only planet that rotates in clockwise direction. 

10. The most famous comet is the ____________________________. 

 

II. Answer the following in about 40 words:                          (10x3=30) 

11. Differentiate between manuscripts and inscriptions. 

12. The discovery of fire changed the life of early humans. Explain. 

13. How do we know about the life of the people in the Harappan cities? 
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14. The construction of temples and stupas was an expensive affair. Give reason. 

15. Describe how the climate affects the lifestyle of the people in Kerala. 

16. Differentiate between stereotype and prejudice with an example each. 

17. Rohan (who belongs to a city) and Ravi (a village person) attended a job interview. Being a 

villager, Ravi was not selected for the job. Do you agree with this? Give reason. 

18. Compare and contrast inner planets with outer planets. 

19. List out the common features of temples found in ancient India. 

20. If the time at Prime Meridian is 11 AM, calculate the time at: 

a) 72⁰  W b) 120⁰  E  

III. Answer the following in about 80 words:                             (7x5=35) 

21. The historians have multiple perspectives about the past. Why? Explain the importance of        

different perspectives in the study of history. 

22. Why did the hunter gatherers moved from place to place? Name the two techniques used by 

them to make stone tools. 

23. Describe the important features of the Harappan cities. 

24. Identify the given pictures and write two differences between them with examples. 

 

 

 

                 

 

 

 

A.          B.   . 

 

 

25.  Define the term diversity with an example. How does it make our lives colourful? 

26. What do you understand by discrimination? Explain the caste discrimination in India. 

27. Explain briefly the heat zones of the Earth with the help of a diagram. 

IV.  In the given outline map of India, name and locate the following places.      

(5x1=5) 

a) Hungsi b)Bhimbetka  c)Daojali Hading  d)Lothal e)Kalibangan 
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